4th Racing Day Thursday, September 29, 2022

1 MILE PACE RACE 1
MARYLAND SIRE STAKES 2 YEAR OLD FILLIES PRELIMINARY # 1
PURSE $10,000
OFF TIME: 7:17 pm

MUTUELS - $60.00 $34.00 $20.00 $14.00 $9.00 $4.60

1 MILE PACE RACE 2
MARYLAND SIRE STAKES 2 YEAR OLD FILLIES PRELIMINARY # 1
PURSE $10,000
OFF TIME: 7:38 pm

MUTUELS - $60.00 $34.00 $20.00 $14.00 $9.00 $4.60

1 MILE PACE RACE 3
MARYLAND PREferred NW 3 PM RACES OR $15,000 LIFETIME
PURSE $9,000
OFF TIME: 7:57 pm

MUTUELS - $52.00 $29.00 $12.10 $6.60 $3.20 $2.10

1 MILE PACE RACE 4
MARYLAND PREferred NW 1 PM RACE LIFETIME
PURSE $6,500
OFF TIME: 8:18 pm

MUTUELS - $42.00 $23.00 $12.60 $7.20 $4.80 $2.80

1 MILE PACE RACE 5
MARYLAND PREferred NW 2 PM RACES LIFETIME
PURSE $7,750
OFF TIME: 8:39 pm

MUTUELS - $31.00 $18.00 $12.20 $8.00 $5.00 $3.00

1 MILE PACE RACE 6
MARYLAND PREferred NW $1,500 LAST 4 STARTS OR TMR LESS THAN 70
PURSE $5,500
OFF TIME: 8:58 pm

MUTUELS - $33.00 $20.00 $12.10 $7.20 $4.80 $2.80

1 MILE PACE RACE 7
MARYLAND PREFERRED NW $3,000 LAST 4 STARTS OR TMR LESS THAN 75
PURSE $7,500
OFF TIME: 9:19 pm

1 MILE PACE RACE 8
MARYLAND PREFERRED NW 5 PM RACES LIFETIME
PURSE $11,500
OFF TIME: 9:38 pm

1 MILE PACE RACE 9
MARYLAND PREFERRED NW $3,000 LAST 4 STARTS OR TMR LESS THAN 75
PURSE $9,500
OFF TIME: 10:18 pm

1 MILE PACE RACE 10
MARYLAND PREFERRED NW $4,500 LAST 4 STARTS OR TMR LESS THAN 82
PURSE $13,000
OFF TIME: 10:38 pm

1 MILE PACE RACE 11
MARYLAND EXCLUSIVE HANDICAP FOR HORSES WITH MARYLAND PREference ONLY IPP BY MONEY EARNED LAST 4 STARTS
PURSE $17,500
OFF TIME: 10:58 pm
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1 MILE PACE  RACE 13  PURSE $11,500
MARYLAND PREFERRED NW $6,000 LAST 4 STARTS OR TMR LESS THAN 83

TIME -
1  FULL SEND  1  RFoster
2  CAPTAIN DISOMMA  2  EDavis
3  BUCKEYE N  3  JRoberts
4  FRANCO  4  CBraden
5  OWZITGOIN  5  FMilby
6  COUSIN BRUCIE  6  JThompson
7  DANCE ON THE BEACH  7  JWagner
8  PRECISION BLUECHIP  8  JMoyer
9  MCBOOGITY  9  RPlante Jr

MUTUELS -
EXACTA,TRIFECTA,SUPERFECTA,PICK 3

1 MILE PACE  RACE 14  PURSE $9,500
MARYLAND PREFERRED NW $4,500 LAST 4 STARTS OR TMR LESS THAN 82

TIME -
1  CONCERT ARTIST  1  JThompson
2  ROCKTAVIUS  2  JRoberts
3  FANTASTIC VOYAGE  3  JMoyer
4  BO BREEZE  4  DDonoway
5  SAMS TRIPLE CROWN  5  EDavis
6  WALDEN WOODS  6  RPlante Jr
7  ROCK SMART  7  KWeckstein
8  DELAWARE CHROME  8  FMilby
9  KOKANEE SEELSTER  9  TPorter

MUTUELS -
EXACTA,TRIFECTA,SUPERFECTA,DAILY DOUBLE